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Release Notes                        April 6, 2022 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration related 
issues. The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 4.6.2022.  
 
[Business Enhancement] Add a pill labeled ‘Medicare Prior Auth Required’ on the PA+BS+Missing ICD-10 tabs 
for PAs subject to this Early Warning so they are easily identifiable 
[Business Enhancement] Add a new filter labeled ‘Medicare Prior Auth Required’ to the All Additional Filters 
section on the PA+BS+Missing ICD-10 tabs so it’s easy to locate PAs subject to this Early Warning 
[Business Enhancement] Sort the View pages on Inventory Counts alphabetically by Product then Item 
Number 
[Operational Enhancement] Add the Inventory Item ID to the Product page so the Customer Success team 
can manage Inventory Items 
[Operational Enhancement] Keep an updated history of Medicare Pre Auth Early Warnings so it can be used 
for analytical purposes 
[Operational Enhancement] Add the ability to update the Vendor and Vendor Site on Items via VPA Mass 
Upload 
[Operational Enhancement] Add the ability to flag an account in SM with a pill labeled ‘SSO’ so it’s easy to 
identify accounts with Users set up with SSO capabilities 
[Operational Enhancement] Soft deleted stock records should still maintain the PA Billing Requirements 
[Reports] On the VeriPro report, update column Z ‘Benefit Verification Type’ to BV4 
[Future Functionality] For HiP Users, add the ability to SSO out to HiP’s One-time-payment page 
[Future Functionality] As a SI User, the PA page should automatically scroll down so it’s easy to see what 
occurred 
[Bug] Patient shipping city is not capitalizing 
[Bug] Early Warnings aren’t reappearing on PA if you dismiss it and add another product that should trigger it 
[Bug] On New and Edit Patient Record pages as well as PA Demographics section, the First Name and Last 
Name fields should auto-capitalize consistently 
[Bug] Medicare Prior Auth check is using Product’s HCPCS codes instead of the historical dispensed HCPCS 
codes 
[Bug] Prevent SI Honeybadger errors on older browsers 
[Chore] Remove deprecations  
 
 


